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The three schools which Tzu Chi is building in Haiti are due for completion in January 2013 and
will accommodate more than 1,800 students. The foundation announced this at a news
conference in Taipei attended by four sisters of the Catholic order who will manage the schools
and came to Taiwan to express their gratitude.
The three are the primary and secondary schools of the College Marie-Anne and the Christ the
King Secretarial School in Port-au-Prince, the capital. They were badly damaged by the terrible
earthquake that hit Haiti on January 21, 2010. The first two will have space for 1,700 students
and the secretarial school 120. “Our students will never forget their co-operation with Tzu Chi
for the rest of their lives,” Sister Marthe-Marjorie Fevrier, director of the college, told the news
conference. “When I told them that Tzu Chi would help us rebuild the school, I could feel the
gratitude flowing from the hearts of the students. They really felt the start of a new life.” She
showed paintings done by the students to express this gratitude. “I hope that our education can
produce students who not only can count and write but also are good moral citizens. They are
the future hope of Haiti.”
The schools belong to the Congregation of the Sisters of Saint Anne, an order founded in 1850
by Esther Blondin in Montreal, Canada, to improve the poor condition of rural schools. It has
been involved in health and education in Haiti for 62 years. Many officials of the Haiti
government and entrepreneurs are graduates of College Marie-Anne; they include the wife of
the ambassador of Haiti to Taiwan, Mr Mario Chouloute. So they have a special feeling for the
importance of the reconstruction work. “Since January 2010, Tzu Chi Foundation has kept
working really hard with Haitian people. It is not an easy job as they are working in a very
difficult situation, “ the ambassador said. “ Education is basic for all the achievements in the
society. I take this opportunity to thank Tzu Chi Foundation and the Sisters of Saint Anne for
their effort.”

Among those present was James Chen, a member of the foundation in the United States, who
has been to Haiti 17 times and is responsible for the reconstruction. In his remarks, he looked
back on its work in the country. “Tzu Chi has been providing help since 1998. Its attitude and
practice of Great Love and compassion has never changed.” In 1998, it went to provide
assistance to victims of a hurricane. The volunteers have been inspired by the words of Master
Cheng Yen that disasters do not distinguish one country from another, nor does Great Love.
“This has enabled me to continue providing help to Haiti and never feel hardship,” said Chen.
Sister Marie Elaine Raymond, the provincial superior of the order in Haiti, said that the spirit of
Tzu Chi as described by James Chen was a big surprise to the Catholic sisters. “Before I came
to Taiwan, I constantly asked myself – ‘why does Tzu Chi want to help us?’ When I reached
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Hualien, I found the answer. I saw the compassion and Great Love of Master Cheng Yen. Her
spirit of action is the same idea as ours. Seeing Tzu Chi has given us hope. We deeply hope to
have a long-term co-operation with Tzu Chi.” Sister Rita Larivee, the general superior of the
Congregation, said that many people had asked why Catholic nuns should co-operate with a
Buddhist organization and she used the analogy of a coin with two sides to explain that love
was the same. “Somehow in this universe we are living, we share the exact same value. Tzu
Chi said that it isn't true compassion unless it is put into actions. And as Catholic nuns, we also
said that contemplation without actions is not contemplation. We have realized that we share
many similarities.”
Rey Her, spokesman of the foundation, expressed the thanks of Master Cheng Yen, quoting her
as saying that love was like a stream of clear water. “Whether it comes from a well or a river is
the same living source of clean water. Love enables us to find each other. I hope that we can
bring this Great Love together, to lighten up Haiti and the world!”
Also attending the event were ambassadors from different countries in Taipei, including those
from the Solomon Islands, Paraguay and Belize.

Уберите-ка микрофон, &quot; Рынок ценных бумаг &quot; сказал Римо.

Опусти оружие, приятель, проговорил Римо.

Эта &quot; Р Наклей и раскрась № НР 11129 Тачки 2 &quot; утешительная перспектива
будущего блаженства помогала &quot;
Ваша собака Илл. диагностический атлас
&quot; ему легче переносить &quot;
Пишем масляными красками
&quot; страшные минуты настоящего, ибо в предвкушении счастья есть &quot;
Почемучка
&quot; своя радость.

Терпеть &quot; Как Маша поссорилась с подушкой &quot; не могу когда смешивают
стили.

Но не &quot; Учимся писать буквы &quot; за горами час их &quot; Хан Темник Мамай &quo
t; гибели, и мы войдем в Иерусалим в блеске &quot;
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Александр Великий
&quot; нашей славы.

Они &quot; Коммерческая корреспонденция на английском языке &quot; собираются
сделать еще одну попытку!
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